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Sport Entrepreneurs have the potential to drive economic impact, market segments, delivery systems, 

customer service, and product offerings. One-way sport business corporations are increasing in popularity. The 

decision to enter the a given market does not automatically guarantee a sport business success; it is up to ownership 

to achieve capital gains. Besides capital, sport entrepreneurs should possess four characteristics for success: sound 

decision-making, recruitment and retention of workers, maintenance of a clear vision, and being attentive to strategy 

(Tang, Wanyi, Blackman, & Rodney, 2018). This presentation will examine sport entrepreneurship through a sport 

franchisee called Swimtastic Swim School and Five Tool Training, a privately-owned small business.  

Theoretical Framework 

 Stakeholder theory will be employed for the theoretical frame. Freeman (1984) defined stakeholders as “any 

group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization’s objectives” (p. 46). 

Stakeholders enter a two-way relationship with sport organizations. Once positive relationships are established, the 

entirety of a given sport organization can achieve success and add a competitive advantage (Parmar, Freeman, 

Harrison, Wicks, de Colle, & Purnell, 2010). To optimize stakeholder effectiveness, organizations need understand 

various internal and external perspectives, interests, and motivations (McGehee, Marquez, Cianfrone, & Kellison, 

2018). Regardless of the context that stakeholder theory is applied, the organization’s main objective is to produce 

positive company benefits and satisfactorily meet the needs of the stakeholders (Biscaia, Hedlund, Dickson, & 

Naylor, 2018,; Huml et al. 2018).  

 
Sport Entrepreneurship 

 Entrepreneurs are characterized as people who see opportunity and take risks to further their life work and 

to capitalize return on investment. Entrepreneurs start their ventures for many reasons as they embark on the cycle 

of differentiation, selection, and expansion. Entrepreneurs create a plan, get a management team in place, produce a 
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product for consumers, and set out to gain market share in their industry (Case, 2017; Dees, 2007). Case (2017) 

explained that the entrepreneurship body of knowledge is applicable to sport business by the businessperson’s 

knowledge of idea generation, worthiness of the commercial concept, successful completion of feasibility studies, 

financial risk analysis, funding allocation, best practices in human resources, and comprehensive business plan 

development. Svensson, Andersson, and Faulk (2018) identified human resources, finance, partnerships, 

infrastructure, planning and development as organizational capacity dimensions. Within rapidly developing 

industries such as sports, the economy demands entrepreneurs who can organize, prepare, and innovate their skills 

to execute a sport business (Skiert & Buchta, 2012).  

 It has been noted that sport ownership includes athletes/coaches or trained sport professionals with the 

acquired sport skills and knowledge to offer their expertise and these laborers produce in an environment that 

includes play, work, and lack of seriousness (Flint & Eitzen, 1967). There is a need for sport consumption. The 

“massification of sport” positions sport entrepreneurs to not only gain financially, they also benefit from constant 

sport consumption reinforced through media, television, government entities, social media, and business 

corporations (Flint et al., 1967 p. 24).   

 

Social Entrepreneurship 

Societal needs are changing the way businesses service their stakeholders. Leaders develop and utilize 

organizational capacities as the means to judge if they can achieve the desired goals and outcomes with their 

resources (Svensson et al., 2018). Social entrepreneurship involves the use of the techniques by start-up enterprises 

by developing, implementing, and funding solutions for social, cultural, and other matters (Alvord, Brown, & Letts, 

2004; Tan, Williams, & Tan, 2005). While definitions of social entrepreneurship vary, contemporary views on the 

subject reflect an application of altruistic entrepreneurship form, which focuses on cultural and societal benefits 

(Tan, Williams, & Tan, 2005).  

According to Peterson and Schenker (2018), social entrepreneurship in sport must meet three qualifies 

elements which include: the social, the entrepreneurship, and the sport component. Then the social system of 

individuals, groups, organizations, or systems must be identified. It is the social entrepreneur and the social system 

that examines the social context to make an impact in society. Historically, the social aspect of sport business has 
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been executed in nonprofit sport organizations (Bowman, 2011; Giulianotti, Hognestad, & Spaaij, 2016; Svensson et 

al., 2018). Currently more community-based sport clubs and for-profit sport businesses are utilizing social aspects in 

their endeavors are relying on paid staff and external grants and fundraising to meet the societal needs (Svensson et 

al., 2018).   

Case Study Methodology 

 In sport management research, case study methodology is frequently utilized (Berrett, Burton, & Slack, 

1993; Martin & Osberg, 2007; Millar & Doherty, 2018; McGehee et al., 2018; Peterson & Schenker, 2018). The case 

study approach includes examination, comparison, and interpretation of emerging patterns that identify concepts, 

relationships, conditions, and the integrated systems in process that be (Millar, 2018). Funk (2019) identified relative 

advantage, compatibility, complexity, triability, and observability as context steps in the case study method. In case 

studies more than one sport business can be used in the data participant group to examine the phenomena. Berrett, 

Burton, & Slack (1993) conducted a 13 small sport business company case study. After competition of the study and 

analysis they reported their results into three emergent themes: 1) business and entrepreneurial characteristics, 2) 

internal factors affecting small business success, and 3) exogenous factors which affect success (p. 93). The right 

business model, entrepreneur mindset and business skills, along with the ability of the entrepreneur to take 

information, analyze it, and adjust are all needed to obtain market driven outcomes (Quentier, 2010).  

Findings and Conclusion 

 The purpose of this developing research is to better understand best practices in sport entrepreneurship. 

Data from this case study is being gathered through interviews, document analysis, and participant observations. To 

date, three interviews are complete. The authors have identified six initial themes which will be expounded upon in 

the coming months. Themes include: high level of education among owners, prevalence of word of mouth 

marketing, similarity and differences in revenue streams, motivation for establishing the business, teaching 

perseverance (grit) through sport, and participative leadership behavior.  
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